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Which of the following set of tools are required by a bar bender and steel fixer?

a). trowel, shovel, spade, wooden hammer, vibrators.

b). Ball pin hammer, auger, screw driver, cutting chisel, bench vice.

c). Drilling machine, gas cutting tools, pliers, files, forklift.

d).  Chisel, hammer, bar tying hook, bending lever, plumb bob.

b). Hook may have rust, which could contaminate the cement .

a). It exposes the cement to the open atmosphere which may get damp 

      and misty.

c). 10 F, 12 F, 16 F

d). All the above.

A systematic approach for maintenance is:

a). Problem- Diagnosis- Measure- Rectification

b). Problem- Cause- Diagnosis- Rectification

c). Problem- measure- Diagnosis- Rectification

d).Problem- Diagnosis- cause- Rectification

Which tools are refered as power tools?

a). Tools which are heavy in weight.

b). Tools which required great strength of human for its operation.
c). Tools which required external power source such as electricity for its 

operation.

d). Tools which are required to break strong wall.
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c). Hook may cause injury to the workers.

d). None of the above.

Which of the following represent correct grades of rebars, used during RCC 

structure construction.

a). M10, M15, M20

b). FY 250, FY 415, FY 500

Which of the following is harmfull for cement storage?

a). Direct  Sunlight

b). Moisture 

c). All of these

d). Rain 

Never use hook to lift or stage the cement bag. Why? 
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a). Date of manufacture should be seen on the bag because the strength of 

cement reduces with age.

b). Take a pinch of cement between fingers and rub it. It should feel smooth 

while rubbing. If it is rough, that means adulteration with sand.

c). Thrust your hand into the cement bag and it should give cool feeling. It 

indicates that no hydration reaction is taking place in the bag.

a).  Avoid storing them on high selves or in direct sunlight

b). Store them in a well ventilated area

c).  Never use environmental room (also called cold/ warm rooms).

d). All the above

Which of the following check is used to determine quality of cement?

CON/N1502: Stack and store materials, tools and equipments at store/stock yard in 

construction site.  

a). Chain lock

b). Chain pulley

c). Weighing Machine

d). None

What is required to choose the appropriate location to store flammable, 

combustible or other hazardous materials?

b). Measuring purpose

c). Marking purpose

d). Lifting purpose

Identify the image shown below: 

c). Gloves

d). Fire extinguisher

Sling and shackles are used for…………………..?

a). Cutting purpose

d). List of items/ goods used for procurement.

Which of the following is not a example of PPE ?

a). Safety Hamlet

b). Safety harnesses

What does "inventory"  means?

a). A complete list of items/ goods in stock.

b). A list of items/ goods received recently to the store. 

c). Old stock of items/goods

d). The detail of clients visiting to a warehouse. 

Document tittled as "Gatepass" contains ………………..? 

a). The detail of items while making their movement outside the warehouse. 

b). The detail of items received after purchasing.

c). The detail of staffs working in a warehouse.
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What are the reponsibilites for PPE storage.

a). Checking of expiry dates on hard hats and other equipment. 

b). Store PPE such as to prevent it from getting damage.

c). Staff also need to be made aware of the seriousness of looking after 

d). All the above

Which statement is wrong, while selecting a storage container for flammable 

liquid?

a). Store flammable liquids in an approved flammable storage cabinet, labeles 

as "Flammable - Keep Fire Away".

d). All the above

d). Fix-in, Fix out

Statement representing "Inventory Waste"?

a). The number of raw materials, work in progress or finished goods that a 

company holds.

b). The waste accumulated due to breakage.

c). Items/ goods not mentioned in inventory.

d). Not more than 6 bags

What does "FIFO" stands for?

a). First-in, First out

b). Fourth-in, Fourth out

c). Fifth-in, fifth out

d). 600

Number of cement bags can be stack(one above another) for safe storage?

a). Not more than 4 bags

b). Not more than 10 bags

c). Not more than 8 bags

d). 30 mm & 40 mm

1 m^3 of bricks contains ……………… numbers of brick?

a). 300

b). 400

c). 500

What size of coarse aggregate commonly used at a construction site? 

a).10 mm & 20 mm

b). 5 mm & 15 mm

c). 40 mm & 50 mm

a).  Clay and silt

b). Mica and salt

c). Organic matter

d). All the above

d). All the above.

What are the impurities present in the sand?
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Teamwork in an organization leads to organizational:

a). Empowerment

b). Weakness

c). Economy falls

d). Unstability

Which of the following is/ are the common workplace waste/s?

a). Overproduction

b). Processs with No Value-Add.

c). Non-Utilized talents. 

a). It helps in error resolution

b). It helps in completing the task early 

c). It helps in performing the task more effectively

d). All of the above

What are the main characteristics of a good work schedule?

a). Priorities to important works

b). Realistic timelines

c). Both 

d). None of the above

c).  Plan for the adequate disposal of scrap, waste and surplus materials.

d). All the above

What care should be taken while storing flammable/ explosive materials 

a). Keep such materials in proper containers with contents clearly marked.

b). Close all the ventilators of the storage area.
c). Post signs prohibiting smoking, open flames and other ignition source in the 

area of their storage. 

d). Both "a" and "c"

CON/N8001: Work effectively in a team to deliver desired results at the workplace.  

What are the benefits of seeking advice from seniors?

d). Never store flammable liquids in a standard or domestic refrigerator or 

freezer.

Not a correct practice to store power tools correctly?

a). Keep it protected from dust, moisture & other adverse condition.

b). Keep moving parts lubricated.

c). As they are power tools, so they are not required to clean periodically.

d). Periodically inspect them for any signs of wear or damage

Housekeeping at workspace may include ?

a). Gather up and remove debris to keep the work site ordely.

b). Keep the work area and all equipment tidy.

b). Use large polypropylene ("Nalgene") containers with stopcocks or valves 

at the bottom to store flammable liquids. 

c). Cabinets no longer used for flammable liquids must be painted over so they 

do not indicate flammable storage.
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a). He should apply his skill to the creative, responsible and economical 

development of his country.

b). Maintain a high standard of integrity

c). Act with fairness and impartiality.

d). Pass the responsibility to other if something went wrong.

CON/N9001: Work according to personal health, safety and environmental protocol at 

construction site.  

Vertigo refers to……………………..?

a). A type of fever

b). A sense of spinning dizziness.

b). Conflict management

c). Encourage people to pull their weight

d). Recognizing the achievements of others

How can you resolve any confusion or conflict with a co-worker regarding 

work?        

a). By talking to him

b). By fighting with him

c). By complaining to the supervisor

d). All of these

Which of the following may not come under the code of professional conduct 

for a Storekeer? 

e). All the above

d). None

c). Facial expression, physiological changes such as sweating.
d). Speeches, discussions, presentations and conversations.

Healthy & cooperative environment at workplace leads to………..?

a). Increase in productive

b). Decrease in productive

c). Creates harmony among employees

d). Both "a" and "c.

What is/are the teamwork skill/s?                                                                                  

a). Active listening                                                                                

d). All the above

 Which of th following is true about "Feedback"?

a). It is powerful management tool that helps people to get on track.
b). It serves as a guide to assist people to know how they and others perceive 

their performance.
c). All a, b & d are true.

d). It also help to determine the best use of time.

Which doe not represents Non-verbal communication?

a). Body language.

b). Tone and pitch of the voice, body movement, eye contact.
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a). How to properly use the item.

b). How to store it and what precaution to take.

a). Date of recording, details of the company & personal details of the person(s) 

involved.

b). Location, date and time of the incident

c). Description of the injury, illness or incident.

d). All the above.

Effective housekeeping not results in:
a). Fewer accidents by creating an orderly, clutter-free, spill-free work 

environment

b). Decreased fire hazards

c). Improved control of tools and materials

d). Exposure to hazardous substances

b). Aprons 

c). Face shields

d). Visors 

Identify the image shown:

a). Fall arrestor

b). Pulley

c). Spring balance

d). Slings

Accident report must include:

c). Class C

d). Class D

"Head & scalp protection" is to protect………………..?

a). The head in falls.

b). Against falling objects, impact with fixed objects, or wielded weapons.

c). The head by thermal insulation.

d). All the above

Which one is not use for eye protection?

a). Goggles

d). None

Why water is not used to extinguish fire caused due to electricity?

a). Water is not capable to extinguish fire caused due to electricity.

b). Water contains impurities.

c). Water would conduct the electricity and risk harm to the operator.

d). Water can be used to extinguish electrical fire.

Fire caused due to flammable liquid or gas comes under which class?

a). Class A

b). Class B

c). A fear of heights.
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d). Damage the material, so that you could escape the job.

c). What the employee should do if an accident occurs

e). None

What to do when load is oversized and too bulky to properly grasp or lift 

manually?
a). Get a co-worker to assist you to reduce risk to yourself and avoid 

damaging the material.

b). Do the work alone, as it will indicate that you are hard working employee.

c). Decline to do the job.

d). All the above



 

 


